
Hi Everyone!
Lovely to see you – hope you are all well!!

This is our fourth Geography lesson.

You have looked at Continents of the world, 
Antarctica and the importance of ice.

This week we are going to look at GLACIERS



First off ..let’s try our climate 
quiz again

https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks2/geography/climate/

Did you get them all right this week?

https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks2/geography/climate/


Learning Objective:

In your home learning books 
Write the date:

Title:
I know the term glacier,

understand how they change
and what that means for the world



Next
You are going to be shown a slideshow of images  
of Antarctic glaciers. 

Use these images to create a list of single words 
that describe what glaciers are or look like.















A glacier is essentially a huge mass of ice 
resting on land or floating in the sea next 

to land. Moving extremely slowly, a glacier 
acts similarly to an immense river of ice, 

often merging with other glaciers in a 
stream-like manner. Regions with 

continuous snowfall and constant freezing 
temperatures foster the development of 
these frozen rivers. It is so cold in these 
regions that when a snowflake hits the 

ground it does not melt, but instead 
combines with other snowflakes to form 
larger grains of ice. As more and more 

snow accumulates, mounting weight and 
pressure squeeze these grains of ice 

together to form a glacier.



Watch these two clips about 
glaciers in Antarctica

What is happening to glaciers? - Thwaites?

What is happening to glaciers - Brunt ice shelf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRUxTFWWWdY
https://www.bas.ac.uk/project/brunt-ice-shelf-movement/


Activity

.

Look at the map of the glaciers in the world
Good websites:
http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glaciers-and-climate/glacier-
recession/mapping-worlds-glaciers/

Research these questions.

1. How many glaciers are there around the world?
2. How do scientists monitor changes?
3. What will happen if glaciers continue to melt?

Write a paragraph or two to show what you have found out about 
glaciers

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glaciers-and-climate/glacier-recession/mapping-worlds-glaciers/

